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The building’s ziggurat form preserves the existing tree canopies and allows for
maximum daylighting into the units and views from the building.
Each elevation is uniquely different.

LASTING IMPACT
The Aya is a new housing project serving fifty families in need of emergency shelter. The
building’s massing responds to the viewshed along Delaware Avenue, which is one of
Pierre L’Enfant’s original arterial streets. The District of Columbia sponsors development
initiatives that provide affordable and emergency housing for all residents. This short
term family housing provides 50 units on seven color-coded floors - each having
their own play area and laundry facilities. An administrative area, computer room,
dining area, as well as a non-profit clinic that serves residents and the greater local
neighborhood are also included in the program.
As part of Mayor Bowser’s initiative to combat
battle homelessness by creating new short term
family housing facilities in each Ward of DC,
this facility offers a durable, program driven
design that is non-institutional and contextually
enhancing to the neighborhood.

Each floor features a different organizing color to
foster a sense of community and ease of orientation.
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ARCHITECT SPOTLIGHT - Jake Marzolf, AIA
Jake Marzolf, AIA, Associate Principal, served as the designer
and project manager on the team for The Aya Short Term Family
Housing project. He was actively involved in the construction
administration phase, providing insight and guidance to and
with the construction stakeholders for the project’s critical path
success.
Any new public housing project requires acceptance from the
neighbors. Early communication engagement was key to both
design and approval process success. The neighbors informed the
design team they wanted a building with no specific front or back,
as well as pedestrian activity all around the site. They pointed out
details such as habitual walking patterns, and that each building
on I Street was elevated several feet above the street - to prevent
damage from frequent flooding in this waterfront neighborhood.
Jake listened and ensured that these and other community
concerns were incorporated into the design.
Jake is a licensed architect and a graduate of Virginia Polytechnic
Institute and State University. He won a Merit Award for his
undergraduate thesis. He also studied abroad in Riva San Vitale,
Switzerland, at the Center for European Studies Architecture
Program.

We moved!
COVID-19 Status
During this time of the COVID-19 pandemic, we are working
and operating in full force while keeping the health and safety
of our staff, our consultants and clients paramount in our
current firm policies and operations.
The majority of the Studio 27 staff have been working remotely,
and meetings are held using remote platforms, while critical
required field work is being performed maintaining CDC and
local jurisdiction recommendations.
We are working to ensure we deliver the quality of service our
clients have come to except in these challenging times.

After 20 years at the K Street office, we moved
two blocks away to the historic Southern Building
on 15th Street. Designed by one of America’s
most noted architects and urban designers Daniel
Burnham, his designs include New York’s Flatiron
and Wanamaker Annex, Chicago’s Reliance and
Rookery Buildings and DC’s Union Station.
We are inspired by this iconic, extraordinary space.

